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Salt effects in capillary zone electrophoresis
II. Mechanisms of electrophoretic mobility modification due to

Joule heating at high buffer concentrations
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Abstract

Five sulphonamides spanning a range of initial degrees of ionisation have been used as probes for the study of the
mechanisms of electrophoretic mobility modification caused by increasing buffer concentrations (5–210 mM sodium
phosphate) in capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE). Partition experiments at the CZE operational pH and a second pH where
the analytes are uncharged permits independent determinations of the salt and temperature effects upon ionisation. At the
CZE temperature, the underlying salt effects due to nonideal solute–solvent interactions are demonstrated. These are
selective and indicate that the buffer concentration may be manipulated to facilitate resolution of analytes with differing
degrees of ionisation. These selectivities are heightened by Joule heating. At elevated temperatures, the relative effects upon
ionisation and viscosity were determined. These magnitudes were then combined and used in conjunction with the deviations
in electrophoretic mobilities from the extrapolated behaviour of dilute buffers to estimate mean internal capillary
temperatures.  1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction the case of the analytes, electrophoretic mobilities
(m ) are significantly affected [2].ep

Joule heating in capillary zone electrophoresis The generated heat is dissipated radially by con-
(CZE) is the by-product of the electrical work done duction along three distance intervals: from the
in passing a current through the resistive buffer centre of the capillary to the wall, across the
solution in the capillary. As a result, the internal capillary wall and from the wall to the surrounding
temperature is raised, the viscosity decreases and the air. This can create a parabolic temperature gradient
solutes’ diffusion coefficients increase [1]. In the from the centre to the wall of the capillary and a
case of the buffer ions that form the excess charge on parabolic diffusional profile which results in axial
the solution side of the electrical double layer at the band-broadening. In extreme cases this ‘thermal
walls of the silica capillary, an increase in mobilities mixing’ can lead to peak loss [2–6].
leads to increased electroosmotic flow (EOF). And in Early estimates of the effect of Joule heating on

the number of theoretical plates attainable under the
*Corresponding author. range of conditions commonly used in the practice of
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CE were encouraging. Knox [7] calculated the ers have demonstrated the existence of this window
boundary conditions under which the plate height of enhanced resolution for dansyl amino acids in
contribution from thermal effects was considered acetate and phosphate buffers [11,12]. Also, we have
negligible compared to the plate height contribution observed the gradual separation of two dihydrofolate
from axial diffusion and concluded that there should reductase inhibitors of almost identical charge to
not be any significant band-broadening in the usual volume ratio with increasing salt concentration with-
practice of CE. Also, Grushka et al. [8] provided the out significant deterioration of the electropherograms
maximal allowable capillary diameters under several due to increased band-broadening [13,14]. Thus CZE
circumstances. For example, their calculations indi- in high buffer concentrations holds considerable
cated that no negligible loss in the height equivalent promise for difficult separations. However, the use of
to a theoretical plate (HETP) will occur for capil- high buffer salt concentrations will lead to other
laries between 50 and 100 mm internal diameter with changes in solution. These include potential altera-

2130 kV m applied for small molecules in 0.1 M tions to the degree of ionisation of weak acids and
buffers. bases (which may vary from analyte to analyte and

It appears that these conclusions were incorrect. provide an additional source of selectivity) and the
Knox and McCormack [1] have since stated that: ‘It universal effect upon m for all analytes due to Jouleep

is obvious from previously published work (any heating; increased temperature and decreased vis-
typical CE application) and results to be presented cosity. The increased temperature will also affect
here that their treatment overlooked a major source water and buffer ionisation equilibria.
of band broadening.’ That source was the change in It is therefore of fundamental importance that
viscosity and rates of diffusion. Lui et al. [9] used these effects are understood and that the relative
laser Raman thermometry to determine internal magnitudes are established. It is also useful to know
capillary temperatures and radial profiles. Their data the mechanisms by which analyte mobilities may be
indicates significant Joule heating. For a field manipulated in order to facilitate separations.
strength of 300 V/cm applied along a 75 mm I.D.3 In this investigation of ionisation and thermal
205 mm O.D. fused-silica capillary filled with 25 effects, the variation of electrophoretic mobilities is
mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) and with forced air examined as a function of buffer concentration over
cooling, the average internal temperature rose 188C a wide range and individual causes of deviation from
from the ambient temperature of 228C. The profile dilute solution behaviour are isolated. Five sul-
across the radius of the capillary was flat but phonamides with significant but widely varying
contained a drop of the order of 18C from the centre degrees of ionisation have been chosen as the
to the internal wall of the capillary. These ex- analytes (in sodium phosphate buffers).
perimental conditions are not atypical of those
commonly used and indicate increased band-
broadening due to longitudinal diffusion rather than

2. Theorydue to a distorted radial flow profile. Furthermore, Yu
et al. [10] have found increased dispersion in micel-

In the pH region of experimentation, the chosenlar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) at higher
sulphonamides are all deprotonated and ionised atfield strengths which they suggest may be due to
the amide nitrogen, to some extent (Eq. (1)):Joule heating.

1 2However, between the onset of Joule heating (as →SFA 2 H 1 H O H O 1 SFA (1)←aq 2 3
evidenced by changes in the electroosmotic and
electrophoretic mobilities) and the catastrophic ef- and the degree of ionisation (a) is given by:
fects of excessive heat production, there is a range of

2[SFA ]experimental conditions under which the increased
]]]]]]]a 5 (2)2time of analysis should generally lead to enhanced [SFA ] 1 [SFA 2 H]aq

resolution. One such set of circumstances is provided
by higher buffer concentrations. Janini and co-work- If c is the total (or analytical) concentration ofaq
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the sulphonamide in the aqueous phase, Eq. (2) With a value of P9, c is calculated at the pH ofa q

becomes: interest (7) from a direct measurement of [SFA2

H] and mass balance over the two phases.orgc 2 [SFA 2 H]aq aq
]]]]]a 5 (3)caq

3. ExperimentalWhen equilibrated with an immiscible organic
solvent, partitioning will occur according to Eq. (4):

3.1. Instrumental
→SFA 2 H SFA 2 H (4)←aq org

A Model 270A CE system by Applied Biosystems
and the concentration (9) partition constant P9 will be (Foster City, CA, USA) was used for all CZE
given by Eq. (5): experiments. The analytes were detected by UV

absorbance at 254 nm and the detector time constant[SFA 2 H]org was set at 0.3 s in all experiments.]]]]P9 5 (5)
[SFA 2 H]aq The determinations were performed on a 67.3

cm350 mm I.D. (220 mm O.D.) fused-silica capil-Rearrangement of Eq. (5) and substitution for
lary (Applied Biosystems) with the detection window[SFA2H] into Eq. (3) yields:aq located 49 cm from the injection end. Vacuum
injection took place at the anode (1) and allc 2 [SFA 2 H] /P9aq org

]]]]]]]a 5 (6) experiments were performed at the thermostattedcaq
temperature of 308C. Electropherograms were re-
corded on a DeskJet Plus recorder and data wereEq. (6) provides a ready mechanism for the
collected and integrated with a Model 270 CEdetermination of a. P9 is determined unambiguously
system interfaced to an Apple Macintosh computer.by measurements of [SFA2H] in both phases at pH

1 A Cary model 13E UV–vis spectrophotometer5 where there is no significant ionisation .
system by Varian (Mulgrave, Australia) was used for
the determination of degrees of dissociation. The

1It has long been known that the partition behaviour of the analytes were detected by UV absorbance at 264
sulphonamides between aqueous phases and any specific nonpo- (SMZ) or 280 nm (ST).
lar medium is solely determined by the degree of ionisation in the
aqueous phase, which is primarily determined by pH, but will

3.2. Chemicals and materialsalso be affected by ionic strength, the type of buffer utilised, etc.
For the majority of sulphonamides, there is an anilinium group
for which pK is around 2–2.5 (see Table 1). pK applies to the The five sulphonamides (SFA) [sulphamethazinea,1 a,2

ionisation of the sulphonamide nitrogen (Eq. (1)) and lies (SMZ), sulphathiazole (ST), sulphamethizole (SMI),
between 7 and 7.5 for SMZ and ST, the two analytes to be succinyl sulphathiazole (SST) and phthalyl sul-
examined with respect to ionisation. Hence, ionisation should be

phacetamide (PSAC)] used in the study were ob-negligible around pH 5 for these two sulphonamides and there
tained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Theappear not to be any factors other than these known ionisations

that cause variations in partitioning processes. For sulphamethox- structures and pK values of the above compoundsa
ydiazine the variation of the apparent partition constant with pH are shown in Table 1.
is as predicted on the basis of the pK data [15]. And for the othera For the CZE experiments, standard stock solutions
sulphonamide for which there are multiple values of the partition

of each compound were prepared by dissolving 0.1 gconstant measured in the same solvent but at different pH values
in 100 ml of HPLC grade methanol (BDH). Each(sulphathiazole), correction for ionisation gives an approximately

constant value [15]. The final indication of the absence of factors compound was diluted with Milli-q water to give a
other than these known ionisations causing variations in partition- final concentration of 25 ng/ml. Sample solutions
ing processes comes from a study of the retention of sul- were filtered (0.45 mm) before injection. Sodium
phonamides on nonpolar porous copolymers using HPLC [16].

phosphate buffers at 5–210 mM with respect toOver the pH range of 1–13, the experimentally determined
phosphate were prepared using Na HPO andretention (k9) is exactly replicated by calculated values based on 2 4

the pK values for seven sulphonamides. NaH PO . Where necessary, solutions were adjusteda 2 4
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Table 1

to exactly pH 7 with 20% H PO or 0.1 M NaOH. experimentation involved initial purging with 0.1 M3 4

All chemicals were of analytical-reagent grade and NaOH for 3 min, followed by Milli-Q water purging
Milli-Q water was used to prepare all solutions. for 3 min and then the running buffer for 3 min.

Organic extractions were performed with ethyl Between runs, the capillary was purged with 0.1 M
acetate–chloroform (1:1, v /v) mixtures. NaOH for 3 min followed by running buffer for 3

min. Vacuum injections of 7-s duration were used. At
3.3. Methods the nominal 4 nl / s [17], 28 nl would have been

injected. However, the more viscous buffers used
3.3.1. CZE would lead to greatly reduced injection volumes.

Capillary preparation at the start of each day of Furthermore, as the sample was dissolved in water,
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sample stacking compensated for this larger than 4. Results and discussion
usual volume.

The methanol in the sample solvent acted as a As the a major aim of this investigation was to
neutral marker (NM) by causing a baseline dis- determine the relative magnitudes of ionisation and
turbance in the electropherograms and providing a m changes due to salt effects in the presence (andep

measure of t . The electrophoretic mobility (m ) absence) of Joule heating, it was necessary to operateN M ep

was then calculated as usual: under conditions of high power output to ensure
Joule heating. Additionally, since the effect of

L L 1 1D increasing the ionic strength of the buffer is primari-]] ] ]m 5 2S Dep V t tNM m ly to extend the analysis time [11,12], it is imperative
to work with large driving voltages to ensure that the

V is the applied voltage, L is the length of the
advantages of the high salt concentrations can be

capillary, L the length to the detector and t is theD m utilised without sacrificing the practicality of mini-
apparent migration time of the analyte.

mal run times. Thus the first experiments involved
taking the highest buffer concentrations allowed by

3.3.2. Determination of partition constants and solubility and specifically testing these with increas-
degrees of ionisation ing voltages to see how high it was possible to go

SMZ and ST standards were prepared by direct without adverse effects. The undesirable effects were
dissolution of the solids into the aqueous buffer and loss of current (instrumental shutdown), peak loss,
the ethyl acetate–chloroform (50:50, v /v) solvent. excessive noise (as observed in the separation of the
Parallel dilutions of these stock solutions in their dihydrofolate reductase inhibitors in 250 mM sodium
solvents were used to determine UV absorbances and phosphate buffers [13]) or peak-broadening sufficient
the standard curves had correlation coefficients to lead to loss of resolution relative to lower buffer
(seven points) of 0.9999 for ST in both phases and concentrations [11]. When deterioration was ob-
1.0000 for SMZ. served (generally instrument shutdown or excessive

Equal volumes (5 ml) of aqueous buffer and noise), the applied potential was reduced by a few
organic solvent were used in all extractions and the kV for good measure. Hence analysis times were as
partitioning systems were thermostatted in a water- short as possible. We consider this to be the optimum
bath at the temperatures stated in Section 4. The practical driving voltage (OPDV).
phases were vigorously shaken every 10 min and
constancy of the UV absorbance indicated that 4.1. Joule heating
equilibrium was reached after 30 min. The aqueous
buffer was removed by vacuum pipette before sam- Linear plots of the migration times of dansyl
pling. amino acids versus the square root of concentration

For the determination of the partition constants, have been obtained by Issaq et al. for buffers in the
approximately 0.0010 g of SMZ or ST was dissolved 25 to 75 mM range [11]. For acetate buffers the

21in the pH 5 phosphate buffers (at the same ionic applied field was 90 V cm and for phosphate
21strength as the pH 7 phosphate buffers) and the UV buffers 360 V cm . In these cases, the effect of

readings recorded. By reference to the standard Joule heating on electrophoresis can apparently be
curves the exact concentrations of the SFA were neglected because of the low buffer concentrations.
determined. After partitioning, the UV absorbances To examine the influence of Joule heating, sodium
in the organic solutions were measured, the SFA phosphate concentrations from 5 to 210 mM were

21concentrations determined from the organic phase examined at 18 kV (267.5 V cm ). Fig. 1 shows the
standard curves and c calculated from mass bal- migration times of the SFA to be approximatelya q

ance. linear versus the square root of the buffer con-
1 / 2Determination of the degrees of ionisation were centration in the range from 5 to 35 mM (c ¯2–6).

done using the above procedures with the CZE At higher concentrations the plots start to curve up.
phosphate buffers at pH 7. This deviation is presumed to be caused by Joule
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bilities of the SFA versus the reciprocal square root
of ionic strength of the buffer (Fig. 2) also show
deviations from the linear dependence expected at
low salt concentrations [11].

In Fig. 1, in the range œC56–8 the experimental
data appears to oscillate significantly from the lines
of best fit drawn to each data set overall. This is the
same deviation that may be seen in Fig. 2 for
1 /œI53–5. During the course of review, the nature
of this oscillation was questioned. It is at least partly
a reflection of the variation in the electroosmotic
mobility (m ) with buffer concentration. That is, ae o

plot of m versus 1 /œI shows an upward deviatione o

from the curve of best fit over the same range of
buffer concentrations. Although a consistent con-
ditioning procedure was practised (see Section 3.3),
some difference in the state of the capillary is
implied. As we have found the repetition of parts of

Fig. 1. Migration times (min) of the SFA versus the square root of
the sodium phosphate buffer concentration (mM), with 18 kV
applied at pH 7. Legend: (♦) SMZ, (j) ST, (m) SMI, (3) SST,
(h) PSAC.

heating. However, Table 2 provides independent
support for the presence of Joule heating. In the
highest buffer concentrations used in this study (210
mM), electroosmotic mobilities were measured at
seven applied voltages up to the 18 kV used to obtain
the data in Fig. 1. It is observed in Table 2 that the
electroosmotic mobilities increase with rising volt-
age. Furthermore, plots of the electrophoretic mo-

Table 2
25 2 21 21Variation in electroosmotic mobilities, m (?10 cm V s )e o

with applied voltage

Voltage (kV) me o

6.0 26.54 2 25Fig. 2. Electrophoretic mobilities of five SFA (cm /10 V s)
8.0 29.17

versus the reciprocal of the square root of ionic strength of the
10.0 30.61

sodium phosphate buffer. (The lower abscissa scale is the same as
12.0 32.63

for Fig. 1). Legend for the compounds as in Fig. 1. The dots are
14.0 35.32

the experimental points, the solid lines the lines of best fit and the
16.0 39.87

dashed lines the extrapolation of the observed behaviour in dilute
18.0 44.46

buffers.
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2a sequence of measurements unhelpful on other via this mechanism the SFA will be thermody-
occasions — whether it be just m or m as well, namically stabilised with respect to SFH–H ande o ep

we did not attempt to remeasure selected mobilities increased ionisation is expected. On the other hand,
in the range of buffer concentrations in question. this assumes that g(SFA2H) is unaffected by
Again, difficulty with reproducibility appears to be changes in I. This is unlikely. The activity co-
related to capillary age and condition. We did repeat efficients of nonelectrolytes are generally subject to
the entire data set, but with an expanded number of salt effects. However, the sign and magnitude of the
analytes and buffer concentrations. This showed that effects are less predictable. Nonelectrolytes generally
the relative positions of the m versus 1 /œI plots ‘salt out’. That is, g and m usually increase and theep

(for the five analytes used in this study) were solubility decreases. This would reinforce the ten-
maintained and the plots were located in approxi- dency to enhanced ionisation caused by the salt
mately the same place relative to the m axis. effect on the charged conjugate. Small and polarep

Furthermore, the shapes of the plots and the relative molecules are less strongly salted out, and salting out
changes of m versus 1 /œI with increasing buffer is weaker in salts with larger anions like nitrates andep

concentration for the various analytes were generally perchlorates [20,21]. Indeed, methyl acetate ‘salts in’
the same. Unfortunately, the plot of m versus 1 /œI in sodium perchlorate solutions and is an exceptione o

again contained some irregularities (although at [21]; g and m decrease. The SFA are bigger mole-
different buffer concentrations) and the scatter in the cules, but they also contain a larger number of more
m data was greater. Hence the second set of data polar segments. Thus, in an electrolyte with a largerep

confirmed the set shown in this paper, but displayed anion such as phosphate, the salt effect might be
greater experimental error, presumably again due to expected to be small, but would be of uncertain sign.
conditioning and ageing problems. However, it is Hence, the net effect of I upon the equilibrium
quite clear that the apparently systematic oscillation positions of the dissociation reactions of the SFA are
observed in Figs. 1 and 2 was not reproduced and difficult to predict, although increased ionisation and
must be presumed to be an artefact. mobility seem the most likely.

Table 3 shows the values of P9 measured at pH 5
for SMZ and ST. Within experimental error, it is

4.2. Salt and temperature effects upon ionisation clear that the salt effect upon P9 is minimal but the
temperature effect is significant.

Whilst the evidence for Joule heating seems clear, Table 4 gives the values of a calculated from Eq.
for the variation in electrophoretic mobilities as a (6), P9 and the partition experiments at pH 7. As
function of buffer concentration (Fig. 2), the ques- with P9, measurements have only been carried out on
tion arises as to whether there is a concurrent two of the five analytes (SMZ and ST). With a pKa,2

contribution to the observed deviations from ex- of 5.4, SMI will be almost 98% ionised at pH 7 and
pected behaviour due to the underlying variation in will therefore be incapable of a significant increase
ionic strength (I). Salt effects upon chemical equilib- in ionisation, either due to the increasing ionic
ria are well known and are derived from changes in strength of the buffer or Joule heating. Furthermore,
the activity coefficients (g ) and therefore chemical changes in ionisation within 1–2% would probably
potentials (m) of the reagents and products. Whilst be inside the experimental error of the method of
possibly inconsequential at the lower buffer con- determination used. The same applies to PSAC.
centrations generally used in CZE, the effects of Although a pK value for PSAC is not known, ita,2

solute nonideality cannot be presumed to be negli- cannot be appreciably different to that of sul-
gible at higher values of I. phacetamide (5.4). Similarly, pK for SST must bea,2

In the case of the electrophoretic mobilities, it is almost identical to that for ST and it has been
equilibrium 1 and the degree of ionisation that may assumed that changes in ionisation will be similar
vary. Ionic species universally experience decreased under the same circumstances.
activity coefficients (g ) and chemical potentials The values of a in Table 4 clearly indicate6

(m ) over the range of I used to obtain the data in changes in ionisation due to changing buffer con-6

Fig. 2 [18]. This includes organic ions [19]. Thus, centration. At every temperature the degree of ioni-
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Table 3
Values of the concentration partition constant (P9) as a function of phosphate concentration and temperature

Sulfonamide Temperature P9

(8C)
Buffer concentration

101 mM 138 mM 174 mM 210 mM

SMZ 30 6.45 6.30 6.44 7.01
40 5.17 5.46 6.19 5.58
50 4.42 4.58 4.61 4.79
60 3.89 4.08 4.33 4.65

ST 30 0.767 0.872 0.864 0.811
40 0.671 0.673 0.708 0.715
50 0.622 0.586 0.591 0.599
60 0.565 0.530 0.555 0.568

sation increases for SMZ and decreases for ST. In and hence resolution may also be significantly
terms of the nonideal behaviour of the solutes in changed by increasing the concentration of the
response to increasing I, it is variations in the buffer. This provides an alternative method for the
g(SFA2H) that are consistent with the structural manipulation of relative mobilities and would be
differences of the electrically neutral analytes, that invaluable where the benefits of a higher pH due to
are clearly implied. In the case of the smaller and increased ionisation and electrophoretic mobility
more polar ST, salting in — or stabilisation of the could be nullified (or worse) by even larger increases
electrically neutral conjugate acid via a decreased g in the EOF (for analytes migrating in the opposite
— to a greater extent than that experienced by the direction to the EOF).

2charged conjugate base (SFA ) is inferred. On the Over the ranges examined, the temperature effects
other hand, for the larger and less polar molecular on the ionisation equilibria for both SMZ and ST at
form of SMZ there is a smaller decrease in the all buffer concentrations were larger than the iso-
chemical potential than there is for the anion. thermal salt effects. The magnitude of the tempera-

This ‘salt effect’ is discriminatory. Some analytes ture effect is not strongly dependent upon the buffer
are affected and some are not. Highly ionised salts concentration and is similar for the two analytes,
cannot be greatly affected but weakly ionised ana- albeit somewhat larger for SMZ than ST, on average.
lytes are subject to significant percentage changes in Because the ionisation of the weakly ionised
ionisation and therefore mobility. Thus selectivities analytes are enhanced by increasing temperature,

Table 4
Degree of ionisation (a) of sulphonamides in phosphate buffers

Sulphonamide Temperature a

(8C)
Buffer concentration (mM)

101 138 174 210

SMZ 30 0.328 0.339 0.388 0.423
40 0.386 0.465 0.425 0.461
50 0.436 0.489 0.497 0.521
60 0.627 0.627 0.631 0.656

ST 30 0.400 0.409 0.397 0.328
40 0.433 0.427 0.411 0.389
50 0.501 0.455 0.421 0.436
60 0.566 0.525 0.518 0.464
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increases in temperature therefore heighten the selec-
tivity changes available from increasing buffer con-
centrations. Thus Joule heating can be an aid to the
resolution of difficult-to-separate analytes. If greater
advantage was needed to be taken of the temperature
dependence of selective ionisation changes, the oven
temperature could be increased. Should Joule heating
then become a problem, it would be appropriate to
decrease the voltage a little and keep the analysis
time within reasonable bounds.

4.3. Relative effects of temperature upon the
electrophoretic mobility via decreased viscosity and
increased ionisation

The electrophoretic mobility, m , is usually givene p

by Eq. (7):

Z
]]m 5 (7)ep 6phr

However, we have recently [22] found strong
evidence to support a more complex relationship
between m and the usual variables:ep

Z 1
]] ]]]]m 5 ? (8)]ep 2 7Œ6phr 3.30 ? 10 I Fig. 3. Relative variations in reciprocal viscosity (♦, heavier line)

and ionization versus the temperature. Reciprocal viscosity is
Eq. (8) indicates that a plot of m versus 1 /œI referred to the reference value at 308C: (1 /h ) /(1 /h ). Ionisationep t 3 0

is referred the value at 308C and the same ionic strength: a(t,I) /will be linear for any migrating analyte, provided
a(30,I)). (a) SMZ and (b) ST. Legend: (j) 101 mM buffer, (m)that the temperature and ionisation remain constant
138 mM, (3) 174 mM, (h) 210 mM buffer.¨and the Debye–Huckel limiting law is valid. For a

particular ion (r fixed), both Eqs. (7) and (8) indicate
variation in 1/h is dominant. For SMI and PSACthat there will be two mechanisms of modification at
virtually complete ionisation means that the effect ofelevated temperatures (T ). Both the charge (Z)
temperature is purely via 1 /h.(which is equal to the degree of dissociation (a) for

SMZ and ST) and the viscosity (h) may change. Fig.
4.4. Estimations of mean buffer temperatures due3 shows the relative change in 1/h, [(1 /h ) /(1 /h )],t 3 0

to Joule heatingand the relative changes in ionisation for SMZ and
ST, [a(t,I) /a(30,I)], plotted as a function of tem-

In Fig. 2 the solid curves drawn through the dataperature. The h data are for water [23]. Their
are approximate curves of best fit that have beenreciprocals and the ionisation data from Table 4 at
drawn by hand to the experimental data. The dashedeach buffer concentration have hence been stan-
lines are estimates of the likely m versus 1 /œIdardised to unity at 308C. For SMZ the effects of e p

behaviour at low buffer concentrations (high 1/œI)increasing temperature upon ionisation and 1/h are
extrapolated to high buffer concentrations (low 1/generally comparable. For ST with a pK valuea,2

œI). The deviation of the solid curve from thelower than for SMZ and closer to the buffer pH of 7,
dashed line may therefore be attributed to the effectsthe effect of temperature on ionisation is less and the
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of Joule heating and the underlying salt effects upon nonideal interactions in the electrolyte solutions.
ionisation, where appropriate. Given the scatter and About 0.5 is the relativity observed.
pattern of the experimental data, the exact shape and Fig. 4 shows the cumulative effects of ionisation
positioning of the curves of best fit are uncertain. and temperature upon m for each of SMZ and ST.e p

However, over the region of deviation of the solid The calculation was:
curve from the dashed line, it is at the highest buffer 1 /h a(t,I)t

]] ]]]concentration (210 mM, lowest 1 /œI) where the ? (9)1 /h a(30,0)30positions of the curves of best fit appear to be in least
doubt. Furthermore, the magnitudes of the deviations where T is the temperature. The reference values of
are greatest and may thus be most accurately mea- a at 308C were obtained by extrapolation to zero
sured. ionic strength. This yielded values of 0.300 for SMZ

Column 2 of Table 5 gives these deviations as (compared with a 50.285 at 258C from pK 57.4)a,2

percentages of the extrapolated, expected values of and 0.416 for ST (compared with a 50.387 at 258C
m . The relative magnitudes are substantially as from pK 57.2).e p a,2

expected, with the fully ionised SMI and PSAC (that From Table 5, m for SMZ in 210 mM buffer ise p

may only be affected via 1 /h) showing equal 168% of the value extrapolated from dilute buffers at
deviations that are far smaller than for the partially 308C. From Fig. 4, from the combined effects of
ionised analytes. The significantly larger percentage
deviations for the other three SFA indicate substan-
tial increases in ionisation in addition to decreased
viscosity. In the case of SMZ, this is exactly as
predicted from the partition and ionisation experi-
ments. For ST it is less clear, since the salt effect
upon ionisation (at fixed temperature) is negative,
with the result that the increase in m due toe p

increasing 1/h (with increasing temperature) may
either be enhanced or diminished by the accompany-
ing salt effect, depending upon the final temperature.
(See line 1, then column 5 of ST part of Table 4).

The percentage deviation in m for SST would bee p

expected to be a fraction of that of ST. Since the
succinyl group will be fully ionised at pH 7, relative
to ST the change in Z will be of the order of
0.4 /1.4¯0.3. This estimate, however, is only be a
rough approximation since the acid and base conju-
gates of SST are mono- and divalent ions respective-
ly and thus will be subject to differing relative

Table 5
Observed electrophoretic mobilities expressed as a percentage of
the extrapolated dilute solution behavior

Buffer concentration (mM)

210 174 138 101

SMZ 168
Fig. 4. Calculated net relative variations in the electrophoretic

ST 156
mobilities due to the ionisation of SMZ and ST and the reciprocal

SMI 117 110 109 107
of the viscosity versus the temperature. The calculation is given in

SST 130
Eq. (8). The line marked 1/h is relative to 308C and is the same

PSAC 116 111 109 107
line as plotted in Fig. 3.
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ionisation and viscosity changes for SMZ at 1.68, expected, decreasing buffer concentrations and thus
this yields a mean internal temperature of 36.38C. higher solution resistances lead to lower power
Since SMI and PSAC are virtually fully ionised at dissipation (at fixed voltage) and less internal heat-
pH 7 under all circumstances, the 117 and 116% ing.
values, respectively, in 210 mM buffer are due to the
viscosity variation alone. From the 1/h plot at 1.17 4.5. Comparison of the calculated Joule heating
and 1.16, the internal capillary temperature is thus with alternative estimates
estimated to be 37.5 and 37.08C, respectively.

Given the lesser scatter of the electrophoretic Several studies have estimated internal tempera-
mobility data for SMI and PSAC, the curves of best ture rises from experimentally observed data me-
fit for these analytes in Fig. 2 have been used to diated by known physical relationships [1,24,25].
obtain the data in Table 5 and estimate the internal However, it is difficult to make direct comparisons
capillary temperatures at the other, higher buffer since each case is different in respect to capillary
concentrations. In 174 mM buffer, the estimated dimensions, thermostatting or absence of it and/or
temperatures are 34.3 and 34.78C, respectively, in the specific buffers and their concentrations. In the
138 mM buffer 33.98C for both analytes and in 101 case of the comprehensive examination of CZE
mM buffer, 33.08C in each case. Fig. 5 is a plot of dispersive processes by Foret et al. [24], a prelimin-
these estimated internal temperatures. As would be ary indication of the reasonableness of the above

estimates may be obtained from a rule of thumb
independent of these experimental variables. A
mobility increase of 2.4% per K change in the
internal capillary temperature, can be used as a quick
check of our conversion of the Table 5 data for the
fully ionised analytes to internal capillary tempera-
tures. For SMI a 17% change would thus correspond
to a temperature rise of 7.1 K, compared with our
estimate of 7.5 K in 210 mM buffer. As the data in
Fig. 5 is vaguely linear, a similar correspondence
would be obtained for the other data as well.

Knox and McCormack [1] have devised three
methods of calculating internal temperatures. We
have applied each of these to data collected at the
voltages contained in Table 2. The bases for the
calculations and the estimates of the internal tem-
peratures for the 210 mM buffer where maximal
Joule heating would occur are: (a) increase in
electroosmotic velocity (v ) with applied fielde o

strength (E), 57.68C (using Eq. (6) [1]) or 58.68C
(using tabulated data [23])*; (b) increase in current
(I), 58.58C*; (c) increase in electrophoretic mobility
of samples (v 2v ) /E, for SMI (fully ionised),s e o

59.78C*. As was the case with the original calcula-
tions of Knox and McCormack, excellent agreement
is obtained between the three methods. The authors
state that these three methods are independent. This

Fig. 5. Mean internal capillary temperatures estimated from
is certainly so, inasmuch as three different measur-electrophoretic mobility deviations from dilute solution behaviour
able variables are utilised. But each of these vari-for SFA analytes plotted as a function of the buffer concentration

(mM). Legend: (♦) SMZ, (j) SMI, (d) PSAC. ables is directly related to rates of ionic migration as
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a function of the applied field strength and is mM electrolyte, V518 kV, L567.3 cm, E526.7
21 21mediated by the viscosity. And furthermore, these kV m , I5149 mA) with EI51.49 W m . How-

dependences are used in the estimations. Plots of ever, this must be corrected for the difference in
(v , I, or, v 2v ) /E versus E are extrapolated to O.D. for our experiments (220 mm). With the use ofe o s e o

zero field strength, the known viscosity at the Equation 18 of [1], u becomes 268C. It is also
operational CZE temperature is used to evaluate a obvious from the Knox and McCormack data (Figure
constant of proportionality in the absence of Joule 10, [1], for the 375 mm O.D. capillary) that heat
heating and this constant is then used at higher field dissipation is more efficient from more highly con-
strengths to determine the altered viscosity and thus centrated buffers. As their sets of data for both O.D.s
the modified temperature. Hence, reasonable agree- indicate that the I.D. has little practical effect, an
ment might not be surprising. increase from 0.02 – 0.05 M buffer clearly has no

Our plots are very similar to those of Knox and effect whilst a further increase to 0.083 M decreases
21McCormack [1]. However, with an operational CZE u to 238C at EI51.49 W m . If this acceleration of

temperature of 308C, the estimated internal heating the effect is correct, then a considerably larger
of 28–298C is approximately four times the value we downward correction would be required for our
determined from our experiments, which was very 0.210 M buffer. Conservatively then (doubling the
close to that arrived at on the basis of the rule of previous downward correction), we guesstimate that
thumb of Foret et al. [24]. The reasons for this large u is probably ,178C.
discrepancy are unclear. The methods of Knox and However, all of the Knox and McCormack data
McCormack depend upon the temperature indepen- [1] is predicated upon their experimental conditions,
dence of a constant of proportionality in each case. one of which was cooling by natural convection
The authors have provided some background to this only. In our forced cooling system, heat dissipation
and we are unable to comment further. The other will be far more efficient. The work of Lui et al. [9]
obvious presumption of their methods is that the provides some guidance here. At a power output

21temperature dependence of the viscosity of buffer around 2 W m , u dropped from about 30 to 188C
solutions — in our case moderately concentrated at when free-air cooling was replaced by forced air
210 mM with respect to phosphate — is the same as cooling. Applying this fractional decrease, u ¯108C
for water. Although we do not have data with which — and this appears to be an underestimate of the
to shed light on this area, we feel that this could well likely effect of forced air cooling. From the calcu-
be a source of significant error. This would of course lated equivalent heat transfer coefficient, Lui et al.
also affect our estimates. estimate that their heat removal system lies only

In an attempt to resolve these differences, we have midway between stagnant air and the efficiency
looked at the effect of generated power upon column expected by forced air cooling. Our final conclusion
temperature. In their experimentation, Knox and then, is that if the methods of calculation of internal
McCormack used a variety of capillaries and buffers heating of Knox and McCormack [1] are correct for
(six combinations, Table 1, [1]), each over a range of their system, appropriate correction leads to an
power outputs. For all of these variations, the expectation of u ,108C and compatible with our
averages of the estimated internal temperatures from estimate of about 78C.
methods (a) to (c) were plotted against the generated The data of Lui et al. [9] provides another
power (Figure 10, [1]). The data fall into two bands, reference point in itself. The 188C rise in internal
according to the outside diameter of the capillary temperature observed with the application of 1.7

21(O.D., 375 and 250 mm), are apparently linear at W m would be equivalent to 15.88C in our case of
21lower power, but deviate downwards at higher power 1.49 W m . Again, as the heat removal system of

outputs. The upper set of data points (for the lower Lui et al. was considerably less efficient than ex-
O.D., 250 mm capillaries) have little scatter so that a pected of forced air cooling, a value of u ,108C
curve of best fit may be confidentially drawn to might be expected. Again the result is compatible
them. This provides a first approximation to the with our findings and incompatible with the values of
internal heating (or excess heat, u ) of 258C for our 28–298C obtained by the methods of estimation due
most extreme conditions of experimentation (210 to Knox and McCormack [1].
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The ST results are at odds with the other three higher values, subtraction of this from the observed
analytes for which all of the relevant data is known. m and conversion of that percentage changeep

From Fig. 4 it is clear that much higher internal through the same percentage change in 1 /h provides
capillary temperatures would be predicted. For ex- the temperature.
ample, at 210 mM buffer, 51.88C is obtained. The (e) Joule heating has been estimated to give
reasons for this are not clear. Unless the internal temperature rises ranging from 3 to 8 K for phos-
temperature of the capillary is large, the two sets of phate buffers of 100 to 210 mM, respectively.
experimental data upon which the estimate depends
appear to be in conflict. The large deviation of the
measured m from the extrapolated behaviour at lowe p References
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